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A continuum theory for the deposition and growth of solid films is presented. The theory is
developed in a coordinate-independent manner and so incorporates the fully nonlinear physics. The
evolution of the film is modeled in three steps. First, the adsorption of atoms in the incident beam is
modeled as a ballistic process. Second, the random motion of the adatoms is treated as a diffusive
process. Finally, sticking of adatoms to the film occurs as a Poisson process. The resulting system
of differential equations is examined in several parameter limits. The diffusively dominated limit ap-
pears similar to zone 1 of the structure-zone model. Generically the surface slope develops discon-
tinuities; these "kinks" play the role of grain boundaries. In the ballistically dominated case these
kinks may be advected along the surface giving rise to columnarlike microstructures, as is observed
in zone 2.
I. INTRODUCTION
While some features of film morphology are correlated
to substrate temperature by the structure-zone model, '
prediction of film properties (such as film density, rate of
growth, and column size) from deposition conditions is
an actively pursued goal for both theoretical interest and
technological importance. Past research has concentrat-
ed on explaining the microscopic dynamics of individual
adatoms. Computer simulations serially deposit spheres
or disks onto previously deposited particles to simulate
the arriving beam Aux. The adatoms then move over the
surface according to some hopping algorithm.
Continuum-like models also explicitly include microscop-
ic variables such as adatom size. (See Bartholomeusz
et al. for a review of previous research. )
In this paper the properties on the large scale are ob-
tained by averaging over an ensemble of individual parti-
cles passing through a control volume on the surface.
The local analysis is performed in a coordinate-
independent fashion; consequently, the local balance then
yields deposition equations in general coordinates that
have the advantage of being fully nonlinear on the macro-
scopic scale. A simple ballistic argument yields a scatter-
ing cross section which determines the number of ada-
toms that are added to the surface layer and their veloci-
ty along the surface. The present paper attempts to track
an atom from the beam until it is fixed to the film: it in-
corporates both a model of the initial collision with the
interface and the adatom's mobility on the surface. It is
hoped that this more comprehensive viewpoint will even-
tually explain a number of morphological features. In
this paper some basic analysis of pertinent limiting cases
is considered; a comprehensive categorization of behavior
over the full parameter range is left for future efforts. In
Sec. II the physical mechanisms are identified and incor-
porated into a mathematical formulation. An analysis of
this model is presented in Sec. III. Results and compar-
ison with experiment are in Sec. IV. In the Appendix de-
tails of the ballistic cross section are presented.
II. FQRMUI. ATION
J=JJ . (2.1)
Moreover, the magnitude of the incident' velocity, V, will
also be assumed to be constant.
As the atoms strike the surface, some of them will be
rejected off the surface, and some will be adsorbed into
the surface layer. In the Appendix this process is exam-
ined in detail; here only two properties of the adatoms
adsorbed at each point need to be known in detail —the
In this section a local analysis of the adatom dynamics
is used to deduce the deposition equations. The formula-
tion incorporates the effects of incoming momentum,
adatom motion, including convection and diffusion, and
sticking. The incoming beam is assumed to be unidirec-
tional and uniform. The incident atoms hit the substrate,
and a portion of them join a loosely bound surface layer.
A ballistic argument (presented in the Appendix) deter-
mines the portion of the beam Aux which is not reeva-
porated. The Aux rate onto a particular portion of the
surface is then dependent upon the surface's orientation.
The adatoms in this surface layer then move by convec-
tion and surface diffusion until they eventually stick,
leading to accretion of the deposited film. Bulk diffusion
is ignored. Finally, adhering to the surface is modeled as
a Poisson process and consequently the deposition rate is
proportional to the adatom concentration.
A length and time scale are chosen' such that the varia-
tion on the substrate is initially order unity. Consider a
location on the surface, p, and let the normal at this point
be denoted by n [Fig. 1(a)]. The incident adatom fiux J
will be assumed to be in direction J and of intensity J:
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angular Aux density of adatoms, J&, and the mean veloci-
ty of the adsorbed adatoms, V&. Define a polar angle f
in the tangent plane and a corresponding unit vector g.
Then J& is the Aux density per unit radian and V& is the
mean velocity of the adatoms leaving in the f direction
after collision.
The adatom travels along the surface in the f direction
until it collides with another adatom or some local sur-
face feature. The occurrence of this second collision is a
Poisson-distributed process with time scale 1/y. The
length traveled before the second collision is then of or-
der V/y. The case when both these scales are small in
comparison to the characteristic scales of the surface is
considered, that is,
1 V
—,—((1
y y
(2.2)
Before the adatom undergoes a second collision, its ve-
locity is determined by the scattering angle; consequent-
ly, this population of adatoms will be called coherent.
After the adatom has undergone a second collision, it will
be assumed that it is scattered randomly. This popula-
tion will be referred to as incoherent.
FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the film surface. A point on the sur-
face is denoted by p. The normal to the surface is n. The in-
cident flux J is assumed uniform and unidirectional. (b) Control
volume on the film surface. A flux balance through the top of
the control surface A and edge cr is shown. The normal to A is
denoted n, whereas the normal along the edge o is denoted g.
Flux and velocity along the surface J& and V& are defined as
functions of location and polar angle on the tangent plane. At
each point on o. a directional flux V& is defined. The flux in a
direction i/r through o' is given by (t/i g) 9~(p(o ) ).
The equation of motion for the density of coherent
adatoms, c, can now be computed by considering the Aux
balance in a small region, M, of the surface. Denote the
edge as o. and the normal to the edge in the surface as g
[Fig. 1(b)]. Then the flux balance yields
a, f cd' = f J„da y—f cd'
,A . ,A ,A
+ fdof . di/(f g)2~(p(a)) . (2.3)
Here the left-hand side of (2.3) is the time rate of change
of the volume of adatoms in A. The terms on the right-
hand side are the Aux through the top of A, the loss due
to deAection, and the Aux through the edge of A, respec-
tively. The adsorbed Aux density J„at a given point on
the surface, p, can be computed by summing the Auxes
scattered on the surface through all angles:
J„(p)=f dgJ&(p),0 (2.4)
and the incident Aux adsorbed through the upper surface
is then given by integrating J, over A. . The second term
represents the loss of Aux through deAection. This is
modeled as a Poisson process; consequently, the time rate
of loss of coherent adatoms is just a constant fraction y
of the population. The last term in (2.3) represents the
Aux of adatoms through the edge, o., computed by in-
tegrating the surface Aux due to adatoms moving in a
particular orientation through a boundary element. The
flux of adatoms moving in the g direction at a point on
the boundary p(o ) can be computed as
V&(p(o ))= f dr J&(p(o ) rf, t t')e—r', (2—.5)0
r =V~t' . (2.6)
Using the restrictions (2.2), the integral (2.5) can be eval-
uated to leading order as
V~(p(o. ))=f dt'V~(p(o ), t)J~(p( )o, t)e0
=—V„, ( p(cr ), t )J~(p(o ), t ) .1 (2.7)
r
Applying the divergence theorem to Eq. (2.3), and letting
A shrink to a small area, yields the Aux balance,
1
c, =J„—yc ——V (V J ) (2.8)
where the average velocity V, has been defined as
f di/ J~, V~/
Q
tl
(2.9)
The subscript s on the vector operators is to indicate that
they are acting along the surface defined by p. The quan-
tities J„and V, are determined by the particular model
used for ballistic scattering. These quantities are comput-
where the integrand is the contribution to the Aux from a
point a distance r in the —g direction. The exponential
term is the probability that a particle remains in the
coherent population after a time t'. The particles which
strike the surface at a point, p rf, will arri—ve at the lo-
cation p at time t' if
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ed for various cases in the Appendix.
Applying (2.2) shows that at leading order the solution
to (2.8) is
1
c(p, t)= —J„,y" (2.10)
d) =yc y d+vV d (2.11)
where v is a diffusion constant.
As adatoms are deposited, the surface grows outward
along its normal in proportion to the rate of deposition,
which can be interperted physically as the incident flux
times the average time to deflection of an adatom.
Equation (2.8) describes the evolution of c due to the
coherent motion of ballistic scattering. The incoherent
motion of adatoms caused by random scattering on the
surface must also be included. It will be assumed that
after an adatom in the surface layer is deflected the orien-
tation of its velocity is determined randomly. Conse-
quently, the motion of the particle can be modeled as a
difFusive process.
The rate at which particles leave the coherent adatom
concentration is yc; they then become part of an in-
coherent adatom density d. Adatoms are removed from
the incoherent state by sticking to the surface; this is
again assumed to be a Poisson process with a mean life-
time I /y'. The equation of motion for d is now given by
onto the surface it is possible to determine an expression
for the rate of growth of the film. Consider a domain, A,
with periodic or no-flux boundary conditions. Define the
volume of previously deposited film below A as V. Simi-
larly, define the volume of incoherent and coherent ada-
toms on the surface as
c dS=C,
A
f ddS=n,
(3.1a)
(3.1b)
a= f JdS,
to the evolution of C,
C, +yC=8.
(3.2)
(3.3)
Similarly, integrating (2.13b) relates the evolution of C
and 2),
2)( +p 2)=p C (3.4)
Finally, the time rate of change of the volume of the film
can be related to the sticking of incoherent adatoms by
taking the component of (2.13c) in the direction of the
surface normal and integrating over the surface:
respectively, where dS is an element of surface area.
Integrating Eq. (2.13a) over the surface relates the total
adsorbed incident flux,
p, =y'd (2.12) V, =y'C . (3.5)
This equation, together with (2.8) and (2.11), specifies the
evolution of the surface.
To summarize, the adatom motion on the surface is
due to a component which depends on the direction of
the incident flux plus a randomly oriented difFusive com-
ponent. The flux rate of particles which ultimately stick
on the surface is given by J„and will be determined in
the Appendix by considering the collision of an incident
particle with the surface. The model equations governing
the process of film growth are
8, ( C+2)+ V) =d . (3.6)
Equations (3.3)—(3.6) demonstrate how the incident flux
cascades through the various stages of the model. They
allow the mean growth rate of the thin film to be deter-
mined as a function of the integrated adsorbed flux.
B. Diffusion-dominated dynamics
The conservation of total mass can now be obtained by
adding (3.3)—(3.5) together:
1
c, =J„—yc ——V, .(V,J„),
yc y d+vVs
p =y dn
(2.13a)
(2.13b)
(2.13c)
In this section the case when diffusion dominates the
evolution of the interface will be considered. The mean
diffusion length L& of an incoherent adatom can be ap-
proximated by considering (2.13b),
1/2
where p is the location of the surface, n is the surface
normal, c is the coherent adatom volume density, d is the
incoherent adatom volume density, J„ is the adsorbed
adatom flux, V, is the average adsorbed adatom velocity,
1/y is the coherent adatom deflection rate, 1/y' is the in-
coherent adatom sticking rate, and v is the incoherent
adatom diffusion constant.
III. ANALYSIS
A. Conservation of integrated flux
(3.7)
Suppose the surface microstructure varies on a scale that
is small compared to the diffusion length, that is, L& &) 1.
In this case diffusion will be the dominant surface pro-
cess. Equation (2.13b) will relax towards an equilibrium
where V, d is zero, that is, a state where the concentration
of d is uniform on the surface. This implies
(3.8)
In this section it is shown how the integrated adsorbed
incident flux relates to the integrated flux in the coherent
and incoherent adatom populations and the increase in
volume of the film. By considering the total incident flux
Solving (3.4) now yields
d (t) = f yC e rdt',1A. (3.9)
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or, applying (2.10),
d(t)= f 8e "''dt' .
In the limit when 8, !d))y' this reduces to
which is simply the average adsorbed Aux.
If we define a new time scale
r= f'y'ddt,
0
Eq. (2.13c) takes a particularly simple form,
(3.10)
(3.11)
(3.12)
solutions; in particular, a plane will grow with a unit ve-
locity normal to its surface and a spherical cap will
remain spherical with a constantly increasing radius.
Because (3.20) is an implicit solution corresponding to
characteristics, it admits the possibility of multivalued
solutions. To determine if and when this happens it is
necessary to decide if (3.20) provides a continuous bijec-
tion from x; to x;. This will be the case if the Jacobian Q
between the two coordinates is always nonzero. Using
(3.20) to compute the Jacobian yields the determinant
(3.21)
p, =n . (3.13)
Physically, the surface grows at a constant rate in the
direction of its normal. In the limit defined by (3.11) the
rate of growth is simply the average adsorbed Aux rate.
Equation (3.13) is an eikonal equation that commonly
arises when considering the rays of a wave equation and
can be solved implicitly with the method of characteris-
tics.
It will be convenient to introduce a coordinate system
for Eqs. (2.13); define the surface elevation p measured
above some plane with Cartesian coordinates x;=(x,y);
then
p=(x,y,p(x, y, t)) . (3.14)
1
Il = ( —,—,1) .
( 1+ '2+ 2)1/2 Px P3pv
(3.15)
If we denote by a dot the time derivative in the Lagrang-
ian coordinate, the chain rule yields
p =p+p„x +p y,
which, after using (3.13), yields
(3.16)
( 1+ 2+ 2)1/2 (3.17)
Following Whitham an implicit solution to the initial
value problem (3.17) can be found. It will be convenient
in what follows to use index notation with the summation
convention; define the gradient 8;=(B,B~). Suppose ini-
tially
P(x;)=P(x,y) at r=0. (3.18)
Then at a later time t the solution at a point x; =(x,y)
can be found in terms of P (x,y),
p (x,y", r) =P (x,y)+ (1+dkPBkP)' (3.19)
where x, is defined implicitly as a function of x; and ~,
~a, s
(1+a„Pa„P)'/2 (3.20)
The implicit solution (3.20) allows some explicit special
Equation (2.13c), which gives a Lagrangian description of
the interface, can be converted to an Eulerian descrip-
tion. The normal at a point on the surface is given by
where the 6;. is the Kronecker 5 function and
a,,P(1+a„Pa,P )'" a, Pa„—Pa,„PM;. = (1+a„Pa„P)'" (3.22)
To understand (3.22) requires a basic knowledge of
differential geometry. The determinant and trace of M,
are the Gaussian curvature and twice the mean curvature,
respectively. This implies that the eigenvalues of M; are
exactly the principal curvatures, K, , K2 of the surface.
Geometrically, 1/K„1/K2 correspond to the maximum
and minimum radius of the osculating circle at a point on
P. From (3.21) it follows that Q will vanish when
1 1
w= min
(x,. j
(3.23)
Note that if K& K2 are never greater than zero, the initial
condition is convex, and the solution never breaks down.
However, if the initial condition is nonconvex anywhere,
at least one of the curvatures will be positive and the
solution will eventually break down.
The form of this breakdown can be deduced by noting
that the gradient of (3.17) is a first-order semilinear hy-
perbolic system for B,p. Consequently, the gradient will
develop shocks (discontinuities) and P will develop
"kinks" (discontinuities in the derivative ofP). In two di-
mensions these kinks will occur at isolated points; in
three dimensions they will occur on curves on the sur-
face. A description of the motion of these kinks is needed
for (3.17) to provide a complete description of the dynam-
ics. Fortunately, physical insight provides a unique solu-
tion for the motion of the kinks. The equations are in-
variant under multiplying x;, p, and ~ by a constant; from
this it follows that the velocity is dependent only on the
slope of the tangent plane on each side of the kink. The
isotropy of space now implies that the kink must propa-
gate along the angle bisector of the dihedral angle formed
by the tangent planes at the kink (Fig. 2). This rule to-
gether with the characteristic description given by (3.19)
and (3.20) is sufficient to describe the dynamics. A sam-
ple numerical evolution of a two-dimensional initial con-
dition is shown in Fig. 3.
In three dimensions other phenomena can occur; the
kinks correspond to boundaries between grains. If the
evolution from an initial condition corresponding to a
rough substrate is considered, various bifurcations can
occur. The initial appearance of the kink will still occur
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FIG. 2. Propagation of a kink along the angle bisector.
at a point corresponding to the highest curvature of a
concavity. After formation the kink will become a line of
discontinuity. Pairs of lines of kinks can collide, creating
triple points where three grains meet (Fig. 4). These tri-
ple points can also occur by the appearance of a new
discontinuity in curvature transverse to an existing line of
kinks. The evolution of this triple conjunction is again
easily prescribed; it must propagate along the line given
by the intersection of the angle bisectors of the three
dihedral angles created by the tangent planes at the point.
In this way an initially variable topography will lead to a
system of kinks connected at triple points, resembling the
networks of grains seen in thin-film growth.
FIG. 4. Triple points. In three dimensions three kinks can
originate from a single point. Near the triple point the surface
can be approximated by the tangent planes to the three grains
between the three kinks. The motion of the point is along the
angle bisector of the dihedral angles formed by the tangent
planes. The networks of kinks connecting triple points form a
grainlike structure which is similar to that observed experimen-
tally.
C. Ballistic-dominated dynamics
A second special case of interest is when ballistic
effects dominate the effect of diffusion. The limit con-
sidered here is when the diffusion length is much smaller
than the characteristic length in the problem, that is,
I.d «1. In addition, it will be assumed that the deposi-
d~pQ~ J (3.24)
Equation (2.13c) now reduces to
(3.25)
tion time is short compared to the surface growth rate,
that is, 1/y' ((1. In this case, at leading order
It will be convenient to consider a two-dimensional
evolution for Eq. (3.25). Following (3.14) the height of
the surface is defined as
p=(x,y,p(x, t)), (3.26)
cA
C5
where the dependence of p on y has been suppressed. In
addition, it is more illuminating to introduce P, defined as
the angle the surface normal makes with the direction of
incoming flux. It will be assumed that J= —z, which im-
plies
cosP = —J.n= 2 )1/2 (3.27)
x (arb. units)
FIG. 3. Sample evolution for the eikonal equation. The evo-
lution of an initial condition corresponding to a sinusoidal sub-
strate is shown at evenly spaced time intervals. The concavity
leads to the formation of a kink-type discontinuity. The kink
propagates along the angle bisector of the tangent plane (cf. Fig.
2). Note that surface roughness decreases with increasing time.
P, =cos (P)B„[J„sec(P)]. (3.28)
From the ballistic results in the Appendix, it is clear that
J„depends only on P, so Eq. (3.28) can be rewritten as
Equation (3.27) and the restriction that P is positive when
the slope of p is positive specify P in terms ofp.
The assumption J= —z is not at all restrictive; the isot-
ropy of our formulation guarantees that looking at verti-
cal flux on a slanted surface is identical to looking at flux
incident from the same angle on a flat surface. Using
(3.27), p can be eliminated in favor of P in Eq. (3.25),
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Pr + U($)$„=0,
where
U(P) = —[(J„)&cos(P)+J„sin(P)] .
(3.29)
(3.30)
which, resubstituting (3.24), and using (3.27) and (3.29),
yields
y'd =J„+,+—U(J„)4,— r)p(V, J„)1 1 cos(gt )y' y " y
Equation (3.29) is a wave equation. Any initial condi-
tion with a variation in P and U should cause the forma-
tion of shocks. Note that a shock corresponds to a
discontinuity in P; from (3.27) it follows that this corre-
sponds to a kink in the surface of the film as described by
P.
Figure 5 shows U graphed for various ballistic models.
Physical symmetry implies that the velocity is an an-
tisymmetric function of P. It is curious to note in the
three-dimensional hard-sphere case that U is zero, and
Eq. (3.29) corresponds to growth at a constant rate to-
wards the source. For the other three-dimensional cases,
note that U is negative for P)0, and decreases to a
minimum and tends to zero as P tends to n. /2. For the
two-dimensional case, hard-sphere U changes sign; this
will lead to qualitatively dift'erent dynamics. This should
be taken as a caution against using two-dimensional
ballistic models.
When Eq. (3.29) becomes invalid due to shock forma-
tion, it is essentially because of the formation of high gra-
dients in P. Because derivatives become large, higher-
order terms in the equation become important. This will
lead to a regularization of the wave equation.
The next-higher-order contributions due to corrections
to (3.24) can easily be computed. Substituting (3.24) into
(2.20) yields
,
cos(y)a. [cos(y)a. (J„)].y' (3.32)
The second and third terms on the right-hand side
represent corrections to the approximation made by
(3.24). By balancing the leading-order term J„against
each of these terms, the shock width produced by each of
the regularizations can be deducec. Note that the second
term has a single x derivative; it co. '=sponds to a dissipa-
tive regularization. This term becomes important on the
shock length scale L„which is dimensionally approxi-
mated by
L,-J„—+, +—1 1 V".y y'. y (3.33)
=Ld,
Note that in general this scale is on the order of the
ballistic scattering distance; consequently, the arguments
used to derive (2.13a) are no longer valid. If this term
leads to the regularization, a detailed examination of the
ballistic e6'ects in this region will be needed.
If the third term in (3.32) leads to the regularization of
the shock, the shock width L,' will be
1/2
L,'- (3.34)
.
y.
y'd =J„+vV', d —d, —c, ——V, .(V,J„),
y
l.5
r~
Adatom scattering,
I' g adsorption trapping
I tI 1
I 1I 1I
Ad t tt
(3.31)
P(x, t) =Pp+eN(x, t), (3.35)
where e « 1. Consider a change of variables into a frame
moving at the phase velocity U(gp), and on a slow time
scale,
which is exactly the diQusion length. Note that the term
has two x derivatives, corresponding to a dispersive regu-
larization.
To understand qualitatively the dynamics of these two
regularizations, the special case where P is nearly con-
stant is considered. Let
al X =x —U(gp)t,
T=et .
(3.36a)
(3.36b)
-1.5
- 7r/2
III
\ II
IIII
/
Then Eq. (3.29) can be expanded as
@T+U'(Pp)N@ +F(gp)N +G(gp)4„„+.. .=0,
(3.37)
where
FICx. 5. Velocity U as a function pf P for various models.
Note that the three-dimensional hard-sphere model is identical-
ly zero. The two-dimensional hard-sphere model exhibits a
change of sign not seen in any of the three-dimensional models.
Presumably the solutions for finite-mass ratios (M) greater than
unity lie between the M = 1 and 00 cases and also exhibit a sin-
gle maximum.
F(gp) =
G(gp) =
cos(Pp) 1 1
,
+—U(J„)n
cos(Pp)
Bp(V,J„)
y
, cos'(Pp)(J„)p .E'P
(3.38a)
(3.38b)
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In the case when L, »Ld, the 4 term will be the
dominant regularization. In this case Eq. (3.36) is
Burger's equation. When F(go) is negative, the shock
will have a width of O(L, /e), and characteristics will
Aow uniformly into the shock. This leads to the decay of
the shock and for large time the solution tends to a uni-
form constant. When F(go) is positive the diffusion is
acting in a negative sense, and the equation is ill posed:
any small disturbance will tend to focus and blow up in a
finite amount of time. Presumably this blowup might sat-
urate if higher-order terms are included. However, any
model with this asymptotic limit presumably exhibits
highly chaotic dynamics, similar to what is seen in the
Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation.
In the case when L, &&Ld, the 4 term will be the
dominant regularization. In this case Eq. (3.36) is the
Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation. KdV is well known
for exhibiting soliton-type solutions: lumplike objects
which are exponentially localized and translate without
change. The width of the soliton would be O(Ldll).
Note that in terms of the surface elevation p a soliton
would be a step separating two regions of constant slope
(Fig. 6). As e increases, presumably this would corre-
spond to a narrow region of width Ld separating two Hat
regions, and translating with speed of U(go).
IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a formalism is described for deriving a
continuum model of thin-film growth. The deposition is
broken into three processes: a ballistic scattering model
is used to determine adsorption onto the surface; the ran-
dom walk of the adatoms on the surface is described by a
diffusion equation; and sticking of the adatoms to the sur-
face is described as a Poisson process. Because the model
is formulated in a coordinate-independent fashion, the lo-
cal dynamics, which are basically linear, lead to a fully
nonlinear model of the large-scale evolution. This super-
sedes the earlier work of Lichter and Chen, who only
considered linear perturbations to a Aat film.
The proportion of incident atoms adsorbed can be
N
FIG. 6. Soliton propagation. Equation (3.36) has solitonlike
solutions in the dispersively regularized limit. The soliton in P
corresponds to a step in surface elevation of width Ld between
regions of uniform slope. The step, like the soliton, will propa-
gate with a speed U(go).
computed from the ballistic models described in the Ap-
pendix. This in turn allows the film growth rate to be
computed and compared to experiment.
In the case when surface diffusion is the dominant pro-
cess, an eikonal equation has been derived to describe the
growth of the film. The film locally grows at a constant
rate normal to its surface. The eikonal equation has a
special solution of note; a sphere or spherical cap will
grow in a self-similar fashion with a constantly growing
radius. This means a local bulge in substrate leads to a
conelike solution. In addition, an imperfection seeding
the medium may also cause a conical growth pattern.
The regime in which this behavior is expected is given
by the mean diffusion length Ld »1. This parameter can
be expected to depend exponentially on the inverse of the
temperature; this implies that low substrate tempera-
tures will correspond to a large diffusion length. The
cone-shaped microstructure with spherical caps corre-
sponds to characteristic morphology of zone 1 of the
structure zone model. '
In addition, the eikonal equations predict the forma-
tion of kinklike discontinuity of slopes. A network of
such kinks is expected for an initially rough substrate.
This network of grain boundaries seems characteristic of
experimental observations.
The model is also examined in the case when ballistic
advection is much greater than diffusion. Here the
characteristic equation describing the film's growth is a
first-order wave equation. For three-dimensional hard-
sphere scattering, the phase velocity of the wave equation
is zero; consequently, the solution will always grow in a
self-similar fashion towards the incident Aux. However,
energy loss to the atomic lattice is expected after the
substrate has been coated with the incident species. This
energy loss is modeled by using a ballistic cross section
with a spherical particle with a finite effective mass. This
leads to a nonuniform phase velocity for the governing
wave equation. This nonuniformity will lead to shock
formation which once again manifests itself as a discon-
tinuity in the surface slope. These shocks will propagate
across the film; their tracks will leave columnarlike depo-
sition, as observed in zone 2 of the structure-zone mod-
el. '
The details of the shock structure depend upon the
higher-order corrections to the wave equation. Two can-
didates for regularizing the wave equation have been
identified. When surface diffusion is small compared to
the coherent scattering distance of an adatom, the regu-
larization is dissipative, and a Burger s-type equation is
an appropriate model for the evolution. In this case
shocks are localized and propagate. When the diffusion
length is longer than the coherent scattering length, the
appropriate regularization is dispersive. Here the canoni-
cal governing equation is Korteweg-deVries. This allows
the possibility of solitonlike solutions corresponding to a
steplike surface geometry. These equations undoubtably
exhibit a rich and varied dynamics depending on the pa-
rameter regimes examined, and consequently they are left
for future study.
Note that in the diffusion-dominated limit, a Oat sur-
face will grow in a direction normal to its surface, in-
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dependent of the direction of the incident Aux. In the
ballistically dominated limit, when three-dimensional
hard-sphere scattering is considered, the surface grows at
a constant rate in the direction of the incident Aux, in-
dependent of the surface normal. It seems logical to as-
sume that when these two effects are comparable the sur-
face will grow at some angle between the normal and the
direction of incident Aux. Experiments observe that the
angle of columnar growth in zone 2 of the structure zone
model' is intermediate between these two extremes, and
follows the empirical relationship known as the tangent
rule. Our model suggests that this effect may be due to a
balance of surface diffusion and ballistic effects.
Ve [M —sin (P')]' —cos(P')
1+M (Al)
The relation between the impact angle and scattering an-
gle can only be written implicitly:
cos(2P) —I /M
cotan (A2)
The incident Aux is assumed to be arriving vertically,
that is,
to relate the exit velocity V, and scattering angle p' as a
function of the incident velocity V, and impact angle p
(Fig. 7). The velocity ratio can be computed as
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APPENDIX: BALLISTIC COMPUTATION
OF FLUX CROSS SECTIONS
In this Appendix a formalism for using the ballistics of
a two-sphere interaction to derive a Aux and velocity
cross section on the surface of the film is presented. Con-
sider an incident spherical particle striking a surface with
a rough atomic scale. Assume that the orientation of the
surface on the atomic scale is basically randoxn. This
case corresponds to the incident particle being scattered
from a spherical body because the orientation of the nor-
mal to a sphere is isotropic in space. In addition, the film
will have a certain degree of elasticity. This will be
modeled by defining a mass ratio M between the mass of
the incoming adatorn and the effective mass of the parti-
cle struck in the film. The limit M~ ~ corresponds to
scattering off a fixed hard sphere, whereas M = 1 corre-
sponds to striking an unbound adatom. The study is re-
stricted to M between these limits.
Using conservation of momentum and energy allows us
Qm,
r =(x +y )'~ =sinp; (A4)
then the differential Aux density, dJ, is given by the Aux
times the area element in the plane divided by the total
area of the projection,
(A5)
Notice that the integral over the entire cross section sim-
ply yields J. Substituting (A4) into (A5) yields the cross
section as a function of a,p:
dJ= —sin(P)cos(P)dadP .J (A6)
To compute the Aux scattered out at various angles,
the scattering angle Inust be known; assume that the par-
ticle leaves in a direction a', p'. For the geometry con-
sidered here the azimuthal angle remains the same(a'=a) and Eq. (A2) relates the scattering angle p' to
the impact angle P. The differential cross section for the
scattered particles can now be written as
The scattering from a unit sphere at the origin will be
computed. Define spherical polar coordinates, where a,p
are the azimuthal angle measured from x and the declina-
tion from z, respectively. The projection along the z axis
is the unit circle. Define the radial component, r, in the
x-y plane,
dJ =—sin(P)cos(P), da'dP',J dPdP' (A7)
FIG. 7. Schematic of a scattering collision. The incident par-
ticle m
&
with initial velocity Vstrikes the stationary particle m2
at an impact angle P. It is scattered through an angle f3' with an
exit velocity VE. The ballistic cross section can be examined,
and P' and Vs can be computed as a function of V, P, and the
mass ratio M =m2/m &.
where it is understood that p is a function of p'
Finally, it is desirable to compute the differential cross
section in a spherical coordinate system oriented along
the normal to the surface, n. Let the angle between the
normal and z be denoted by P; without loss of generality
it can be assumed that the normal lies in the x-z plane
and that its projection on x is negative. Define an angle
of declination from the normal, y, and an azimuthal an-
gle, g, which is measured from the x direction. The two-
coordinate systems are then related by
cos(y) =cos(P)cos($) —sin(P)sin(P)cos(a), (A8a)
sin(g}cos(g) =cos(p)sin(p)+cos(p)sin(p)cos(a),
(A8b)
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sin(y)sin(1t ) =sin(p)sin(a) . (ASc)
Equations (AS) can now be used to convert (A7) into an
expression in terms of y, g:
dJ =—,cos(P)sin(P) . , dgdg, (A9)J dP sin(y)
1T sin
and
J
J&= cos(P)4m
J„=—cos(P) .J
(A16)
(A17)
where p and p' must be eliminated in terms g,y.
Finally, the angular cross section can be obtained by
integrating over the range of y which are deflected onto
the surface. In addition, dJ is the differential cross sec-
tion per unit area in the x-y plane. In the paper the in-
cident flux per unit area on the surface of the film is
desired; the ratio of these areas, which is given by the dot
product of the normal to the surface and z, is simply
cos(P). Consequently
J&=cos(P)f dJ . (A10)
In the remainder of this appendix the cross sections for
various particular cases are computed. Two types of sur-
face trapping are considered: tangent trapping, where
only the adatoms deflected nearly tangent to the surface
will not be revaporated and will ultimately stick, and ad-
sorption trapping, where any adatom with a velocity
directed into the surface after scattering is assumed to be
entrapped by the surface adatom layer.
I. Three-dimensional hard-sphere scattering:
Tangent and adsorption trapping
This corresponds to the case of an infinite mass ratio
(M = ~ ). From (Al) and (A2) it follows that
2. Tyo-dimensional hard-sphere scattering: Tangent trapping
dJ = —dr =cos(P)dP .J
2
Substituting (A 1 1) yields
(A18)
dJ= —cos —dP' .4 2 (A19)
Note that y=p'+0. In this case J& is replaced by J+
and J, defined as the density of adatoms scattered for-
ward and backward, respectively. Only the tangent trap-
ping case will be computed here; for it,
J~ =+ cos —+—cos(P) .Jb,4 4 2 (A20)
The integrated flux is defined as
If the two-dimensional hard-sphere case is considered,
isotropic scattering is no longer seen; this should be taken
as an omen that two-dimensional ballistic models
may have drastically different results from the three-
dimensional cases they simulate.
In two dimensions the differential flux density is given
by
V, = V, /3'=2P .
Substituting into (A7) yields
dJ = sin(P')da'dP'= dS',J . . . J4~ 4m
(A 1 1)
(A12)
J„=J++J = cos + cos(P) .Jh4v'2 2
3. Adatom scattering: Tangent trapping
(A21)
where dS' is the element of surface area. This implies
that the adatoms are scattered with a constant density
per solid angle. Moreover, the cross section is indepen-
dent of surface orientation.
To evaluate the integral (A10), first consider the
tangent trapping case. Note that scattering with g=m. /2
corresponds to leaving tangent to the surface. Define a
small angle 6, corresponding to the angular cross section
around y=m/2 that is trapped by the surface. In this
case J& can be approximated by
p'= p+—7T
2
' (A22)
Consequently, n. /2 &p' & n, and for this ran. ge the veloci-
ty is given by
V&= —cos(P') . (A23)
In this case an adatom scattering o8'a particle of equal
mass is considered; that is, M =1. Considering relation-
ship (A2) shows that
Jg=hdJlr= z2 ~
This allows the computation of
JA
J&= cos(P),
and (2.4) yields
J„= cos(P) .JA
(A13)
(A14)
(A15)
Substituting into (A7) yields
dJ= ——cos(P')sin(y)dydee .J
Judicious application of Eqs. (AS) yields
cos(p') =cos(y)cos(8) +sin(y)cos(g)sin(8)
and applying (AS) yields
2JE
J&= — cos(g)cos(P) ~ sin(P) ~ .
(A24)
(A25)
(A26)
In the absorption case all adatoms with m. /2&g&m
will be added to the surface layer. In this case, To evaluate the integrated flux, (A26) is integrated over g
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for p&rr/2, to yield
J„= ~sin(P)~cosP .2JA
4. Adatom scattering: Adsorption trapping
(A27)
p', y & m /2. This yields, after modest calculation,
cos (P)+cos(P)
nJ =Icos ~~ 2
In the case of an adsorption trapping, the density given
by (A24) must be integrated over the sector where
(A28)
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